Look at American Technology...
See the Difference.

THE LOGICAL CHOICE

Incorporating the latest in circuit technology, our second generation STOPLOGIC™ BRAKE LAMP MODULE is the best yet.

The resulting design improvement reduces the module size by 40% while maintaining the quality and features that you’ve grown accustomed to.

The benefits of using the STOPLOGIC™ MODULE are obvious and installation of a center mount brake light is a snap.

This solid-state unit will drive both incandescent and L.E.D. brake lamps - up to a 3amp rating - and with the smaller package size, installation options are endless.

The safety benefits of using a third brake lamp have been proven - some insurance companies even offer discounted rates for center brake lamps!

So, when you’re thinking about a center stop lamp for truck cap, cargo trailer, recreational or fleet vehicles, think American Technology Components for proven performance in LOGIC MODULES and L.E.D. CENTER STOP LAMPS.

CALL US TODAY WITH YOUR APPLICATION!

V-Sales Company
2016 Borneman Ave.
Elkhart, Indiana 46517
Toll-free: 800-528-7953
www.v-sales.com